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LUXURY REAL ESTATE SPOTLIGHT SERIES: 
UHNW CITY ARCHETYPES – PRIMARY 
RESIDENTS AND SECONDARY HOME 

OWNERS 
 

There are characteristic differences between UHNW primary residents 

and secondary home owners in Hong Kong, London and New York.  

 

In this section we 

examine in more 

detail some of the 

key characteristics 

of — and 

differences 

between — 

UHNW primary 

residents and 

UHNW secondary 

home owners in the three leading cities of Hong Kong, London and New 

York. We find that while there is naturally some overlap across the six 

chosen groups, each one displays a number of distinctive traits among 

its cohort, whether related to gender, wealth source, age or primary 

industry. 

 

Across Hong Kong, London and New York, UHNW secondary home 

owners are generally slightly younger and have a higher female 

representation than their primary resident counterparts. 
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UHNW City Archetypes: Hong Kong 

 

With the smallest UHNW 

total footprint of the 

three global cities, Hong 

Kong differs first and 

foremost in that its 

population of UHNW 

secondary home owners 

is smaller than that of its 

UHNW primary 

residents, in contrast with London and New York1. As a global financial 

center, the dominant primary industry2 among Hong Kong’s UHNW 

primary resident population is banking and finance, which is similar to 

both other cities of focus. Reflecting its close proximity and strong 

trading links, China accounts overwhelmingly for the territory’s UHNW 

secondary home owner population, representing a less banking-

dominated array of industries, particularly business and consumer 

services. Over the past decade, there has been a huge increase in 

demand for real estate from the mainland’s wealthy for the purposes of 

investment, convenience of doing business, as well as wealth 

diversification and preservation.  

 

 
1 Hong Kong has experienced substantial real estate investment from China over the past decade. Still, much of this has been 
channeled via the business concerns of the wealthy, rather than by private ownership. 
 
2 3 Primary industry refers to the industry to which the wealthy devote most of their time, not necessarily the industry by which they 
created their wealth, although they are often one and the same. 
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Similarly to New York, a significantly greater proportion of UHNW 

secondary home owners are women (at 18%). Despite China’s wealthy 

class being largely young and self-made, the distribution by age and 

wealth source of Hong Kong’s secondary home owners is more similar 

to that of the global ultra wealthy population, on account of the more 

varied characteristics of secondary home owners from around the 

region. 
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UHNW City Archetypes: London 

 

Among the three 

cities, London has 

the highest ratio of 

UHNW secondary 

home owners to 

UHNW primary 

residents by some 

margin. In a nod to 

the city’s broad 

range of 

commercial 

opportunities, the primary residence cohort comprises an above-

average proportion of individuals with self-made fortunes (83%), whereas 

a breakdown of wealth source among London’s UHNW secondary home 

owners is more typical of the global ultra wealthy population. This is 

reflected in the country origin of UHNW secondary home owners: the 

wealthy come to London from all over the world, with the top three 

origin countries representing three different regions (unique among the 

three cities studied).  

 

Women account for a significantly larger proportion of UHNW 

secondary home owners (17%) than in the primary residence cohort, and 

also than the general UHNW population. London’s UHNW class is also 
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younger than average, with little difference between the age 

distribution of secondary home owners and primary residents.  
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UHNW City Archetypes: New York 

The world’s 

leading global city 

for the wealthy, 

New York has a 

slightly larger 

number of UHNW 

secondary home 

owners than 

UHNW primary 

residents (though 

the ratio is not 

nearly as high as 

for London). Across all three cities there is a greater female 

representation among UHNW secondary home owners than those with 

a primary residence, and this is particularly the case for New York, where 

women account for a significant 20% (far higher than the average global 

figure of 10%) — testament to the attractions and character of the city.  

 

In contrast to both Hong Kong and London, where a large proportion of 

UHNW secondary home owners are from overseas, almost half of this 

New York cohort has the US as its primary residence. Hong Kong is the 

second-ranked country of origin for secondary home owners, 

demonstrating the attraction of having residences in more than one 

global city. The Big Apple’s UHNW primary resident population has the 

highest proportion of self-made individuals (86%), while banking and 

finance dominate as a primary industry. This group also has a higher 
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representation of not-for-profit and social organizations as the primary 

industry focus, compared with London and especially Hong Kong. 

 

 
 

REALM is the first globally collaborative real estate platform that combines 

real-time data with human experience and networking, and its membership is 

comprised of the most accomplished real estate professionals ever assembled. 
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A REALM membership is a relationship enhancer, and includes a game-

changing technology platform that will enhance client data, provide a lifestyle 

profile for a member’s clients, and then matches elite REALM members 

anywhere in the world based on the clients they represent and the listings 

they have. To learn more, go to www.realm-global.com 

 

The global leader in wealth information and insight, Wealth-X partners with 

leading prestige brands across the financial services, luxury, not-for-profit and 

higher-education industries to fuel strategic decision-making in sales, 

marketing and compliance. Wealth-X boasts the world’s most extensive 

collection of records on wealthy individuals and produces unparalleled data 

analysis to help organizations uncover, understand and engage their target 

audience, as well as mitigate risk. Founded in 2010, with staff across North 

America, Europe and Asia, Wealth-X provides unique data, analysis and 

counsel to a growing roster of more than 500 clients worldwide. 
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All right, title and interest in and to this article is the sole and exclusive property of Succession Advisors, LLC and/or its independent 3rd party guest writers (collectively, “Succession Advisors”). 
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ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR, NOR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS, ENDORSEMENTS, OR WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER IN RELATION TO THE TIMELINESS, ACCURACY AND 
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YOU “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN PARTICULAR, NO WARRANTY REGARDING SUITABILITY, ACCURACY, OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS GIVEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH SUCH CONTENTS. SUCCESSION ADVISORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGE, COSTS, CHARGES AND/OR 
EXPENSES INCURRED AS A RESULT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS ARTICLE OR ANY RELIANCE ON THE CONTENTS OF THIS ARTICLE. You agree it shall be your sole responsibility to 
verify and/or confirm any information contained in this article prior to relying on it, in connection with which you assume all risk. 
 
To the extent this article is of an independent 3rd party guest writer, all statements and/or opinions expressed in this article are solely the opinions and the responsibility of such independent 
3rd party guest writer and Succession Advisors is not responsible, or liable to you or any third party, for the content or accuracy of this article. 
 
The provision of any services or products provided by Succession Advisors and/or its affiliates shall be expressly subject to the particular terms and conditions as contained in a separate 
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